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H I G H L I G H T S

• ICR and power generation via bioinspired fractal nanochannels are investigated.

• ICR factor in the trifurcated nanochannel is almost improved by 100%.

• Power density can be significantly improved via the furcated nanochannels.

• Cation diffusion coefficient presents opposite impact on ICR and power generation.
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A B S T R A C T

Bioinspired nanofluidic systems have shown a promising application in ion transport tuning and energy con-
version. Here, we have numerically investigated the ionic current rectification behavior and power generation
via bioinspired fractal nanochannels. Fractal nanochannels can present a strong ionic current rectification effect
due to the asymmetric distribution of the electrical double layer overlapping induced by the fractal geometry. At
a concentration of 200mM, the ionic current rectification factor in the trifurcated nanochannel is almost im-
proved by 100%, compared to that in the bifurcated nanochannel. Moreover, ionic current can rectify at much
higher salt concentrations in trifurcated nanochannel. Fractal nanochannels can considerably improve the power
density and energy conversion efficiency for enhanced osmotic current, diffusive voltage and ion selectivity
originating from considerably improved electrical double layer overlapping degree. At a concentration ratio of
1000-fold, compared to the straight nanochannel, the power densities of the bifurcated and trifurcated na-
nochannels are, respectively, improved by 153% and 357% while the energy conversion efficiency are aug-
mented by 147% and 336%. Furthermore, the salt dependent ion transportation and power generation via the
furcated nanochannels are also discussed. This paper may contribute to designing appropriate artificial nano-
fluidic systems for efficient ion transport tuning and energy conversion.

1. Introduction

Conditioned on energy crisis and climate warming, exploiting green
and renewable energy alternatives, developing effective energy utili-
zation systems have attracted increasing attention [1]. As the vast ex-
istence of the salinity gradient resources which can take the form of
mixing sea water and fresh water, power generation systems utilizing
such alternative energy pave a promising way for electricity supply via
the reverse electrodialysis (RED) and pressure retarded osmosis (PRO)
[2,3]. Compared to traditional RED systems with ion-exchange mem-
branes, nanofluidic RED systems based on nanochannels have attracted
considerable attention for its higher power density and energy con-
version efficiency [4–6]. Zhang et al. [7] obtained a power output of

2.04W/m2 using ultrathin and ion selective membranes. Gao et al. [8]
revealed a power density of 3.46W/m2 in a nanofluidic device con-
sisting of a mesoporous carbon and a macroporous alumina. Siria et al.
[9] achieved an osmotic power density as high as 4000W/m2 through a
boron nitride nanopore. Furthermore, a detailed comparison of some
reported power density of the nanofluidic systems is listed below (see
Table 1)

In a nanofluidic RED system, a charged nanopore, which attracts
counterions and repels co-ions, is adopted to function like the tradi-
tional ion exchanger membranes. When placed between two reservoirs
with different concentrations, concentration gradient drives ions
through the nanopore, and the ionic transport difference between ca-
tions and anions is induced due to the impact of electrical double layer
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adjacent to the inner surface, thus to provide a net osmotic current
[11,12]. The performance of nanofluidic RED system is determined by
the surface charge density, ion type, temperature, pH and geometric
shapes [13–20]. Kwon et al. [21] found that the electric power in-
creases with increasing ion mobility and decreasing valence number.
Cao et al. [22] further demonstrated that the power density could be
highly impacted by the cation mobility, and that well-matched cation
and nanopore charge is efficient to improve nanofluidic RED system
performance. Hwang et al. [23] presented that increasing temperature
improves the ionic conductance of the system. Yeh et al. [24] system-
atically discussed the pH-dependent nanofluidic salinity gradient
power. Tseng et al. [25] revealed that narrower nanopore leads to
higher power density and efficiency. Zhang et al. [26] concluded that
utilizing short and slippery nanochannel could obviously enhance the
system energy conversion efficiency.

Along with power generation, ion transport tuning and ion current
rectification (ICR) are also appealing in nanofluidic systems. With
asymmetric surface charge density or geometries, an ionic diode can be
established where the ionic current presents a preferred transport di-
rection. Ion transport characteristics in conical nanopores, the most
feasible asymmetric nanochannel, have been extensively investigated,
considering the effects of nanopore diameter, electroosimotic flow, type
of salt, cone angle and surface charge densities [27–30]. Lin et al. [31]
reported that the ionic current rectification in a highly charged heavy-
calibre conical nanopore can still be achieved with highly mobile ions
employed. Furthermore, other asymmetric nanochannels, such as bullet
shaped, hourglass shaped, cigar-like and heterogeneous cylindrical
nanopores are also developed to construct ionic diode for ion transport
tuning [16,32–34]. Yeh et al. [35] discovered a reversed ion selectivity
at high bulk concentration ratio, and proposed an effective way to
regulate system behavior by unifying electric field and concentration
gradient directions.

Bioinspired heterogeneous ion pump membranes [36], sandwich-
like architectures [37], and artificial gate-location-tunable single na-
nochannels [38] have been conceived for ion transport tuning and
salinity gradient energy harvesting. Obvious performance enhancement
has been reported [39]. In present study, inspired by nature, we con-
struct root-like fractal nanochannels for ion transport tuning and elec-
tricity generation (Fig. 1a). The ionic rectification and power

generation via the bifurcated and trifurcated nanochannels are sys-
tematically investigated base on Poisson–Nernst–Planck equations and
Navier-Stocks equations. The impacts of the concentration and various
fractal geometries on the ionic current rectification factor, diffusive
potential, osmotic current, power density and energy conversion effi-
ciency are analyzed in detail. The bioinspired fractal nanochannels can
significantly impact the electrical double layer overlapping degree,
leading to ionic current rectification phenomenon and much improved
power density (Fig. 1b). The obtained results could offer useful in-
formation to designing artificial nanofluidic systems for efficient ion
transport tuning and energy conversion.

2. Model description

As depicted in Fig. 1a, bifurcated and trifurcated nanochannels are
considered to investigate the performance of the bioinspired fractal
nanochannels. The tested nanochannels take the same base width
B=10 nm, and overall length L=1000 nm. Bifurcated nanochannel
means the channel is branched into two identical subchannels with half
of the base width. The trifurcated nanochannel is a further branched
from the bifurcated into four subchannels with fourth of the base width,
as shown in Fig. 1a. The nanochannel connects two same large re-
servoirs (KCl aqueous solution) of width Br = 500 nm and length
Lr = 500 nm. The wall of the nanochannel is negatively charged with
constant surface charge density = −σ mC m50 / 2, which has been em-
ployed in previous literature [18]. Electrostatics and ionic mass trans-
port in the nanochannels are illustrated by the continuum based model
coupling Poisson-Nerst-Planck (PNP) equations as well as the Navier-
Stocks equations. The relevant governing equations are listed below.

− ∇ = +ε ϕ F z c z c( )2
1 1 2 2 (1)
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=
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In the above equations, ϕ is the electrical potential.
→
Ji , ci, Di and zi

are the ionic flux, concentration, diffusivity, and valence of the ith ionic

Table 1
Some reported power density of nanofluidic systems.

Nanochannel type Concentration ratio Power density (W/m2) References Year

Ultrathin Janus membrane 50 2.04 [7] 2017
Meso/macroporous membrane 50 3.16 [8] 2014
Boron nitride nanopore 1000 4000 [9] 2013
Silica nanochannels 1000 7.7 [10] 2010
Track-etched conical nanopore 1000 20–2600 [4] 2010

Fig. 1. (a) Bioinspired fractal nanochannels. The na-
nochannels take the same base width B=10 nm, and
overall length L=1000 nm. Bifurcated nanochannel
means the channel is branched into two identical sub-
channels with half of the base width. The trifurcated
nanochannel is a further branched from the bifurcated
into four subchannels with fourth of the base width. (b)
Fractal nanochannel can effectively improve power den-
sity in the nanofluidic RED system. Compared with
straight nanochannel, the maximum power density for
bifurcation and trifurcation is, respectively, increased by
123% and 350%, where the applied concentration ratio is
1000. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)
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species, respectively (i= 1 for K+ and i= 2 for Cl−). F, R and T are the
Faraday constant, universal gas constant and temperature. ε, p, and →u
are the permittivity, pressure, and velocity of the fluid. ρ and Cp are the
density, specific capacity.

To solve above equations, appropriate boundary conditions are
needed. Here no pressure gradient is applied across the reservoirs. The
wall of the nanochannel is maintained at constant charge density
(− → ∇ =εn ϕ σ· ), where →n is the normal vector. The wall of the na-
nochannel and that of the reservoir are impermeable to ions (→

→
=n J· 0i ).

With external voltage V applied across the nanochannel, the electric
current through the nanopore, I, is calculated as

∫ ∑= ⎛

⎝
⎜

→⎞

⎠
⎟

→I F z J n dΛ·
Λ

i
i i

2

(5)

where Λ represents either ends of the reservoirs.

3. Results and discussion

The performance of the proposed bioinspired fractal nanochannels
is examined by numerical simulation focused on ionic current rectifi-
cation and power generation via varying geometry configurations and
the reservoir concentrations. The related parameters and properties of
K+ and Cl− are listed in the Appendix. The calculation is conducted
through the commercial multiphysics software COMSOL based on the
finite element method with quadrilateral meshes between ca. 310000
and ca. 345000 to confirm that calculation data are completely con-
verged and mesh-independent.

3.1. Ion current rectification

Fig. 2 shows the behavior of ionic current rectification for fractal
nanochannels. As the straight nanochannel with uniformed distributed
surface charges does not show any ionic current rectification (Fig. A1),
the ionic current with different applied voltages at various bulk con-
centrations is presented for bifurcated and trifurcated nanochannels, as
shown in Fig. 2a and b, which demonstrate distinct diode-like current-
voltage phenomenon. The current under a negative voltage bias is
larger than that under the same positive voltage bias. Ionic current
rectification factors, = − +R I I( 1V)/ ( 1V)f , is adopted to evaluate the
system ICR performance, as depicted in Fig. 2c. Due to the asymmetric
geometry configuration, Rf under the bifurcated and trifurcated na-
nochannels is larger than 1 under various bulk concentrations. Rf in-
creases with increasing bulk concentrations, reaches its maximum
value, then decreases. At low concentrations, the electric double layer

(EDL) overlapping degree is considerably significant in the whole
channel while the impact of the asymmetric geometry is less important.
Therefore, Rf is small and presents no obvious difference between the
bifurcated and trifurcated nanochannels, as shown in Fig. 2c and d. At
moderate concentrations, the EDL overlapping degree is weak at the
base side, yet much stronger at the furcated side due to much smaller
width at the furcated end that results in strong degree of the EDL
overlapping. Strong asymmetric EDL overlapping distribution exits in
the nanochannel. Therefore, the ion current rectification factor in-
creases with increasing bulk concentrations. At large concentrations,
the EDL is much thinned, there the EDL overlapping degree is weakened
both in the base and furcated side, leading to decreased ionic rectifi-
cation factor. Due to much smaller size of the trifurcated side compared
to that of the bifurcated side, the asymmetric EDL overlapping degree
between the base and trifurcated sides is more significant, inducing a
larger ionic rectification factor. As shown in Fig. 2d, Rf for bifurcated
and trifurcated nanochannels at a concentration of 10mM are 1.36 and
1.42. However, at 200mM bulk concentration, Rf for bifurcated and
trifurcated nanochannels are 3.5 and 7. The Rf of the trifurcated na-
nochannel is 100% larger than that of the bifurcated nanochannel.

For further illustration, we investigate the cross-sectional ion con-
centration distributions along the osmotic flow direction, as shown in
Fig. 3. Different colors represent furcated subchannels, and the dis-
continuities of the concentrations are owing to that the concentration
distribution along the width direction is not plotted here. Since the
nanopore wall is negatively charged, the repellence (attraction) for
anions (cations) result in the selectivity for counterions. The ionic
rectification originates from the ion enriching and depleting in the
nanochannel. At the concentration of 1mM, the cations (anions) are
significantly enriched (depleted) in both in the bifurcated and trifur-
cated nanochannels, both under the negative and positive voltage bias.
The cation and anions are completely separated in the nanochannels,
indicating that the EDL overlapping degree is rather significant along
the entire channel. The asymmetric distribution of the EDL overlapping
on the base side and furcated side is rather weak. Therefore, the ionic
rectification factor is rather small, as shown in Fig. 2c and d. Further-
more, higher concentrations lead to thinner EDL overlapping degree,
especially at the base side caused by larger channel width. Significant
asymmetric EDL overlapping degree exists in the base and furcated
sides. Under the negative voltage bias, ions are considerably enriched in
the channel. While under the positive voltage bias, ions are depleted,
leading to a strong ionic rectification phenomenon. The channel width
at the trifurcated side is much smaller than that at the bifurcated side,
resulting in much stronger asymmetric EDL overlapping distribution,

Fig. 2. Ionic current rectification of the
nanofluidic system. (a, b) Ionic current
with applied voltages at various bulk
concentrations for bifurcated and tri-
furcated nanochannels. (c, d) Ionic
current rectification factor Rf with
various bulk concentration for bifur-
cated and trifurcated nanochannels. Rf

increases with increasing bulk con-
centrations, reaches its maximum
value, then decreases. Due to much
smaller size of the trifurcated side
compared to that of the bifurcated side,
the asymmetric EDL overlapping de-
gree between the base and trifurcated
sides is more significant, leading to a
larger ionic rectification factor. (e, f)
The current-voltage curves under ex-
tremely high concentration ratio testify
the cation selectivity of the nanofluidic
system.
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and a higher ionic rectification factor.
To verify the ion selectivity of the fractal nanochannels, we apply

salt solutions with different concentrations on the base and furcated
sides of the nanochannels, as depicted in Fig. 2e (bifurcated na-
nochannel) and Fig. 2f (trifurcated nanochannel). The concentration on
the base side is 0.1 M and that on the furcated side is 10 μM (blue line
and upper insert in Fig. 2e and f). Since the concentration on the base is
104 times higher than that on the furcated side. The ion migration from
the furcated side can be neglected for determining the ionic current.
Therefore, we can compare the ionic current contributed by K+ and
Cl−, separately. Compared to the Cl− current (at the negative voltage
bias), the significantly improved K+ current indicates strong cation
selectivity. Moreover, we alter the concentrations on across the na-
nochannel (red line and lower insert in Fig. 2e and f), the K+ current is
much larger than the Cl− current. Furthermore, the difference of K+

currents under different concentration gradient directions indicates the
nanochannel is directionally asymmetric. The preferred direction for
K+ transport is from the base side to the furcated one.

3.2. Power generation

The ionic selectivity of the bifurcated nanochannel sheds further
light on the salinity gradient power generation (Fig. 4a). We set the salt
reservoirs at the base and furcated sides with different concentrations
and calculated the IeV curves with different applied voltages for both
the bifurcated and trifurcated nanochannels, as shown in Fig. 4b and c.
Due to the asymmetric geometry of the nanochannel, the nanofluidic
energy harvesting system takes in two configurations. In the forward
configuration, the base (furcated) side corresponds to the reservoirs
with high (low) concentration. In the backward configuration, the base
side is set at a low salt concentration while the furcated side at a high
salt concentration. The IeV curves show a strict Ohmic behavior both
under the forward and backward configurations. And the electric re-
sistance under the backward configuration is larger than that under the
forward configuration. The diffusion potential Ediff across the na-
nochannel can be calculated as [10].

⎜ ⎟= − ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

+E t RT
zF

γ C
γ C

(2 1) lndiff
H H

L L (6)

where γH and γL are the activity coefficient of the high and low

concentration solutions [40], And = ++ + + −t I I I/( ) is the transference
number indicating the selectivity of nanochannel system. Here +I and −I
are the electric current contributed by the cations and anions.

Fig. 4d and e show that the electric power achieves its maximum
value =P I E /4osm diffmax at the =V E /2diff and =I I /2osm , where Iosm is the
osmotic current. Compared to electric power density obtained in the
backward configuration, that in the forward configuration present an
obvious advantage both for the bifurcated and trifurcated na-
nochannels, as shown in Fig. 4f. Therefore, in the following discussion,
we only focused on the performance of the bifurcated nanochannel in
the forward configuration. The relevant discussion on the performance
in the backward configuration can be seen in the Appendix.

Fig. 5 shows the electric power and energy conversion efficiency
corresponding to the maximum power under different concentration
ratios for the bifurcated and trifurcated nanochannels. For comparison,
the performance of the straight channel is referred. The conversion
efficiency, defined as the ratio of the retrievable electric power to the
Gibbs free energy of mixing, corresponding to the maximum osmotic
power is given by = −+η t(2 1) /2max power

2 [41]. Compared to the
straight nanochannel, the fractal nanochannels can significantly im-
prove the electric power and energy conversion efficiency. Trifurcated
nanochannel demonstrates a better performance than the bifurcated
nanochannel. The electric power increases first with increasing con-
centration ratios, reaches its maximum value, then decreases. There
exist an optimal concentration ration leading to the maximum of the
electric power output. Compared to the straight nanochannel, bifur-
cated and trifurcated nanochannels can improve the maximum power
and enhance the corresponding optimal concentration ratio, as well as
the energy conversion efficiency.

The performance of the nanofluidic RED system depends on the
transfer number, diffusion voltage and osmotic current. As shown in
Fig. 6a, the osmotic current increases with increasing concentration
ratios due to enhanced ion diffusion. Moreover, the osmotic current in
the trifurcated nanochannel is the largest due to augmented electro-
static force originating from improved EDL overlapping degree. Fig. 6b
illustrates that the diffusive voltage first increases with increase con-
centration ratio, reaches its maximum value, then decrease. The EDL
thickness can be represented by the Debye length λ, which is impacted
by ion concentration, ∝λ C1/ , where C is the local concentration.
Larger concentration leads to less value of the Debye length, resulting in
weakened EDL overlapping degree. Therefore, the transference number

Fig. 3. Cation (solid line) and anion (dash line)
concentration in bifurcated (a–b) and trifurcated
(c–d) nanochannels under low and high bulk
concentrations. At a low concentration, the
asymmetric distribution of the EDL overlapping
on the base side and furcated side is rather
weak, leading to no obvious ionic rectification
factor. Higher concentrations result in thinner
EDL overlapping degree, especially at the base
side caused by larger channel width. Therefore,
asymmetric EDL overlapping degree exists in the
base and furcated sides, leading to a higher ionic
rectification factor.
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decreases monotonously with increasing concentration ratios (Fig. 6c).
Originating from the much smaller width on the furcated side of the
trifurcated nanochannel, the EDL overlapping degree is much pro-
nouncing, resulting in a higher ion selectivity (Fig. 6d–f). Compared to
the straight nanochannel, fractal nanochannels can induce more effec-
tive charge separation at the low concentration side (furcated side),
which is much obvious in the trifurcated nanochannels. Therefor the
transference number in the trifurcated channel is the largest.

According to Eq. (6), the diffusive voltage (Ediff) is determined by
concentration ratio and transference number (t+). As Ediff increases
with increasing concentration ratio while the transference number
present a decreasing trend, there exists an optimal concentration ratio
leading to the maximum diffusive voltage. Furthermore, due to im-
proved transference number of the trifurcated nanochannel, the diffu-
sive voltage of the trifurcated nanochannel is much augmented.
Therefore, trifurcated nanochannel can simultaneously enhance the

osmotic current, diffusive voltage and ion selectivity, leading to a larger
improve electric power density and energy conversion efficiency.

4. Salt dependent ion transportation and power generation

We further investigate the ion transportation and power generation
via the furcated nanochannels with different salts (LiCl, NaCl, and KCl).
The diffusion coefficient of K+ is larger than Na+, and that of Li+ is the
least. As shown Fig. 7a, the ionic current rectification factor under the
LiCl is the largest, followed by NaCl, and that under the KCl presents the
least ICR phenomenon. Low cation diffusion coefficient induces larger
asymmetric diffusion between the cation and anions, leading to more
significant ion enrichment and depletion in the furcated nanochannels,
thus, to bring an obviously augmented ionic current rectification factor.
The trifurcated nanochannel present a much larger ionic current rec-
tification factor due to enhanced EDL overlapping degree at the

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of nanofluidic RED system via the fractal nanochannel in the forward configuration. (b–c) Current-voltage curves for bifurcated and trifurcated
nanochannels in the forward and backward configurations. The internal electric resistance under the backward configuration is larger than that under the forward
configuration. (d–e) Power density with applied voltages for bifurcated and trifurcated nanochannels in the forward and backward configurations. (f) Compared to
electric power density obtained in the backward configuration, that in the forward configuration present an obvious advantage both for the bifurcated and trifurcated
nanochannels. In the calculations, the concentration ratio is 100-fold. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
Web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Maximum power density (a) and the energy conversion efficiency corresponding to the maximum osmotic power (b) with reservoir concentration ratio for the
furcated nanochannels in the forward configuration.
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furcated side that induces significant asymmetric EDL overlapping de-
gree between the base and furcated sides. However, Fig. 7b illustrates
that the cation diffusion coefficient present opposite impact on the
power generation. The larger cation diffusion coefficient, the larger
power density of the furcated nanofluidic system. The power generation
via KCl solution is much larger than those via NaCl and LiCl solutions
(See Fig. A3). As shown in Fig. A3, in the researched concentration
ratios, all the transfer numbers via different salts in the furcated na-
nochannels are larger than 0.5 and that of K+ is largest. And larger
cation diffusion coefficient leads to larger counter-ion flux, indicating
power generation mechanism is dominated by the counter-ion flux. As
the diffusion coefficient of anion is larger than that of the researched
cations, ion migration plays a greater role than ion diffusion in de-
termining the counter-ion flux due to significant EDL overlapping de-
gree in the furcated nanochannels.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we investigated the ionic current rectification beha-
vior and power generation behavior by numerical methods in bioin-
spired fractal nanofluidic systems. Results reveal that fractal na-
nochannels can present a strong ICR phenomenon. At a concentration of
200mM, the ionic current rectification factor in the trifurcated na-
nochannel is improved by 100% (the ICR factor is 7 for trifurcated

channel and 3.5 for bifurcated channel). At very low concentrations,
the ICR factors in bifurcated and trifurcated nanochannels do not pre-
sent obvious difference due to no obvious asymmetric distribution of
EDL overlapping in the nanochannel. As to electricity generation,
fractal nanochannels can also offer to significantly improve the power
density and energy conversion efficiency due to enhanced osmotic
current, diffusive voltage and ion selectivity caused by considerably
improve EDL overlapping degree. At the concentration ratio of 1000-
fold, the power densities of the bifurcated and trifurcated nanochannels
are, respectively, improved by 153% and 357%, compared to that ob-
tained in the straight nanochannel. Furthermore, the salt dependent ion
transportation and power generation via the furcated nanochannels are
also discussed. Larger cation diffusion coefficient leads to degraded
ionic current rectification factor, while it contributes to the power
generation. These findings contribute to our understanding of the ionic
current rectification and power generation in bioinspired fractal na-
nochannels and developing high-performance artificial fractal nano-
fluidic systems for ion transport tuning and salinity gradient energy
harvesting.
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Fig. 6. (a–c) Osmotic current, diffusive
voltage and transference number (t+)
with concentration ratios for the fractal
nanochannels in the forward config-
uration. Fractal nanochannel can si-
multaneously enhance the osmotic
current, diffusive voltage and ion se-
lectivity. (d–f) Concentration profiles
for cations and anions of straight, bi-
furcated and trifurcated nanochannels
at the low concentration exit, where
the applied concentration ratio is 100.
Compared to the straight nanochannel,
fractal nanochannels can induce more
effective charge separation at the low
concentration side (furcated side),
which is much obvious in the trifur-
cated nanochannels.

Fig. 7. Ionic current rectification (a) and power genera-
tion (b) via the furcated nanochannels with different
salts. In the calculation for the ionic current rectification
factor, the bulk concentration is 100mM. And for the
power generation, the concentration ratio is 100-fold.
The ion diffusion coefficient presents opposite impact on
the ionic current rectification and power generation.
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Appendix

A1 Parameters used in the numerical calculation

Table A1
parameters used in the numerical calculation.

T (K) μ Pa s( · ) εf F( /m) D(K+) s(m / )2 D(Cl−) s(m / )2 F C( /mol)

298 −10 3 × −7.08 10 10 × −1.959 10 9 × −2.032 10 9 96490

A2 IeV curves for the straight nanochannel

Fig. A1. Ionic current with applied voltages at various bulk concentrations for the straight nanochannel. The straight channel system cannot show ICR behavior
without transmembrane concentration difference.

A3 Performance of the nanochannel in the backward configuration

In the backward configuration, the furcated end corresponds to the high concentration reservoir, and the wider base end corresponds to the low
concentration one, resulting less significant EDL overlapping degree in the fractal nanochannels. The fractal nanochannels only slightly improve the
electric power and energy conversion efficiency (Fig. A2a- A2b). Like the behavior in the forward configuration, the power density in the furcated
nanochannels increases first with increasing concentration ratios, reaches its maximum value, then decreases. There exists an optimal concentration
ration leading to the maximum of the electric power output. Do to pronouncing steric hindrance and weakened electrostatic force caused by EDL
overlapping degree, the osmotic current under different furcated nanochannels does not present significant improvement, neither does the trans-
ference number (Fig. A2e-A2f). Therefore, limited performance enhancement can be achieved by applying the backward configuration. At a con-
centration of 1000mM, bifurcated and trifurcated nanochannels are, respectively, improved by 6.9% and 15.06%, compared to that obtained in the
straight nanochannel (Fig. A2c).
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Fig. A2. (a-b) Power density and maximum power energy efficiency with concentration ratios for fractal nanochannels in the backward configuration. (c) Compared
with straight nanochannel, power density for bifurcated and trifurcated nanochannel only is increased by 6.9% and 15.06%, respectively. (d-f) Osmotic current,
diffusive voltage and transference number with concentration ratio for fractal nanochannels. The osmotic current under different furcated nanochannels does not
present obvious improvement, neither does the transference number and the diffusive voltage.2

A4 Salt dependent power generation

Compared to Na+ and Li+, K+ can significantly augment the system power density, especially in the trifurcated nanochannel. Therefore, cations
with larger diffusion coefficients are preferred. Furthermore, in the researched concentration ratios, the transfer numbers via different salts in the
furcated nanochannels are larger than 0.5 and that of K+ is largest. And larger cation diffusion coefficient leads to larger counter-ion flux, indicating
power generation mechanism is dominated by the counter-ion flux. As the diffusion coefficient of anion is larger than that of the researched cations,
ion migration plays a greater role than ion diffusion in determining the counter-ion flux due to significant EDL overlapping degree in the furcated
nanochannels. For the straight nanochannel, due to relatively weak EDL overlapping degree, the ion diffusion plays a greater role than ion migration
at high concentration ratios. The power generation mechanism is dominated by the co-ion flux. The diffusion coefficient of Cl− is much larger than
that of the Li+, leading to a reversed selectivity (transfer number is less than 0.5) and co-ion flux, as shown in Fig A3a and Fig A3b.

Fig. A3. Power density (a-c) and transfer number (d-f) via the furcated nanochannels with different salts in the backward configuration.3
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